
‘More loch than rock’ is a 
description often used for the 
southern islands of the Outer 
Hebrides. On South Uist, the 
effect is to create a liquid light 
that bounces off the water 
up to the sky and back again. 
This crystalline air seems to 
magnify the folds and creases 
of overlooking mountains, while 
the swans, ducks and sea birds 
that zip about overhead appear 
to cut through the sky like scissors 
through glittery paper. This walk 
gives a potted taste of every 
landscape South Uist has to offer: 
moors, coast and the glorious 
machair – the grassland that in 
high summer is transformed from 
a snooker baize of smoothly 
uniform green to a canvas 
splashed with spectacular and 
multicoloured fl owers. Wildlife 
mirrors this changing scene: silent 
swans glide around the lochans 
and mires of the moors; by the 
coast, oystercatchers zip back 
and forth, squealing pig-like in 

defence of their chicks in spring; 
while that bird of prey you 
thought you saw may just be a 
lapwing, arcing through the skies 
before spiralling in a corkscrew 
plummet to the ground. 

1. START From Loch Druidibeag 
car park on the B890 (NF790382), 
follow the track to the double 
gates marked ‘self-guided walk’. 
Climb over and follow a goat 
track by a fence for 150m/492ft 
to a gate on your L. Turn sharp 
R along the thin track. The path 
intermittently peters out, making 
the route tricky to describe. Head 
between the two raised mounds 
in front of you, keeping the 
houses on the skyline to the 
northwest in view. The track 
becomes more distinct as you 
cross the moor. It can be tough 
going in wet weather, but 
the landscape is a delight, as 
Lilliputian natural causeways and 
wafer-thin land bridges lightly 
tie the islets together here as if 

WHERE: Circular walk 
around central South Uist 
in the Outer Hebrides.
START/END: Loch Druidibeag 
car park, B890 (NF790382).
TERRAIN: Potentially very 
boggy moorland, beaches 
and fi elds, with some locked 
gates to climb over (legally).
MAPS: OS Explorer 453; 
Landranger 22.
GETTING THERE: Caledonian 
MacBrayne (✆ 0800 066 
5000, www.calmac.co.uk) 
operates ferries from Uig 
on Skye to Lochmaddy on 
North Uist, and from Oban 
to Lochboisdale on South 
Uist. Flybe (✆ 0871 700 
2000, www.fl ybe.com) 
serves neighbouring islands 
Barra and Benbecula from 
Glasgow, with connections 
to the rest of the UK. Bus 
W17 (www.cne-siar.gov.uk/
travel) stops at the junction 
of the A865 and B890.
EATING & DRINKING: 
The Kildonan Museum 
(✆ 01878 710343, www.
kildonanmuseum.co.uk) �
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Culter Water splits the popular 
horseshoe of the Culter Hills 
in two, with Culter Fell in the 
east being the highest of South 
Lanarkshire’s rolling hills. But 
Hudderstone and Gathersnow 
Hill, to the north and west of the 
river, are equally worthy of your 
attention. A steep climb leads 
onto a high moorland plateau, 
offering predominantly good 
walking conditions. But much of 
the terrain between Hudderstone 
and Gathersnow Hill is pathless, 
and good navigational and 
map-reading skills are essential 
in poor weather. This quiet 
corner of Scotland sees few 
visitors and consequently the 
likes of skylark, swift, merlin, 
hen harrier and buzzard all 
revel in the wilder aspect of the 
landscape. Crowberry, tormentil, 
sphagnum moss and common 
butterwort also thrive amid the 
blanket bog that inhabits the 
fl atter plateau connecting these 
spectacular hills.

1. START From the lay-by beside 
Culter Allers Farm (NT032313; 
limited parking available), take 
the L fork and head south 
along a single-track road, which 
swings L by Birthwood. Here it 
continues alongside the lovely 
Culter Water. The road then turns 
R to cross a cattle grid onto a 
private road – cars cannot be 
taken any further, but walkers 
are welcome.

2. Continue along the quiet 
road and, once by a stone sheep 
enclosure (NT032305), bear R 
from the road (opposite a track 
for Kings Beck). Go through the 
gate, then follow the path along 
the fi eld edge beside the Culter 
Water to a narrow wooden 
footbridge. Carefully cross 
this, go over a stile, turn L and 
follow the fence to a gate. Go 
through it, then follow a strip of 
woodland (keeping it to your R) 
to its edge, turn R and climb 
very steeply west up the lower 

WHERE: Circular hike 
over the high hills of 
Hudderstone and 
Gathersnow in South 
Lanarkshire.
START/END: Lay-by beside 
Culter Allers Farm 
(NT032313).
TERRAIN: Single-track road, 
hill and moorland tracks 
and paths, some pathless 
sections where good 
navigational skills would 
be required in poorer 
weather. Several steep 
ascents and descents.
MAPS: OS Explorer 336; 
Landranger 72.
GETTING THERE:  There 
is no public transport 
directly to the start. Regular 
MacEwan’s Coach Service 
100 runs from Edinburgh 
to Coulter, leaving a 3km/ 
2-mile walk to the start 
(✆ 0871 200 2233, www.
travelinescotland.com).
EATING & DRINKING: 
The Mill Inn, Coulter 
(✆ 01899 220950, www.
themillinncoulter.co.uk).
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Route
master

NAVIGATION LEVEL FITNESS LEVEL

� Distance 19½km/12 miles  � Time 6hrs  � Type Hill and moor

Scotland

Hudderstone and Gathersnow Hill01
      magazine winter 2012

Route
master

NAVIGATION LEVEL FITNESS LEVEL

� Distance 14½km/9 miles  � Time 4hrs  � Type Coast and moor

Scotland

South Uist, Outer Hebrides02
      magazine winter 2012
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Sleeping: The Elphinstone 
Hotel, 145 High Street, 
Biggar (✆ 01899 220044, 
www.elphinstonehotel. 
co.uk).
ViSitor information: 
Biggar TIC (✆ 01899 
221066, www.visit 
lanarkshire.com).
gUiDeBooK: Southern 
Uplands by Nick Williams 
(£5.99, Pocket Mountains,  
ISBN 978 0954421779).
local ramBlerS groUp: 
Biggar Ramblers (✆ 01555 
661748, www.biggar 
ramblers.org.uk).

continued...

grassy slopes of Ward Law. The 
gradient eases a little as an 
indistinct path is picked up and 
heads south onto the rounded 
482m/1,581ft summit of Ward  
Law (NT028298), where you can 
enjoy a lovely view over the flat 
expanse of the Clyde Valley.

3. The path continues south 
as a gradual descent and then 
leads over Woodycleuch Dod 
(NT027287). The path then 
broadens into a grassy track, 
which descends southwest  
onto a more defined ridge.  
This then turns southeast to  
climb (alongside a fence) on  
to Hudderstone (NT022271).  
At 626m/2,053ft, Hudderstone 
offers a superb vantage point 
from which to survey the 
surrounding landscape, with  
Tinto Hill’s elongated ridge 
particularly catching the eye.

4. The next stage of the walk 
to Gathersnow Hill makes its  
way across a predominantly 
featureless plateau, which can  
be boggy in places. Descend  
south from Hudderstone, then 
southeast along the line of a 
fence, crossing heathery ground 
over the flat upland table of  
Dod Hill (NT026265). You will 
eventually pass The Bank to  
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reach a three-way junction of 
fences. Step over the fence  
ahead and continue to follow  
the line of another fence 
southeast, until a gradual  
climb leads to a ridge between 
Hillshaw Head and Gathersnow 
Hill (NT050252).

5. Turn L here and follow 
another fence and an indistinct 
path northeast, with steep  
slopes dropping to the R, onto 
Gathersnow Hill (NT059258) –  
at 688m/2,257ft, the highest  
point of the walk. There are 
wonderful views across Culter 
Reservoir to Culter Hill and  
north along the Clyde Valley. 
Many of the fine Scottish Border 
hills, such as Dollar Law, are  
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easily identifiable, as are some  
of the Galloway hills.
 
6. From Gathersnow Hill, retrace 
your steps over Dod Hill and back 
to Hudderstone.

7. A fine descent drops gradually 
northwest to pick up a great  
track (NT015280). Turn R onto this 
and continue the descent north 
then northeast over Cowgill Rig 
(NT015294), eventually passing 
through a gate to reach a minor 
road (NT019304). Turn R and 
follow this quiet road, bearing  
L by Birthwood Farm to return  
to Culter Allers Farm.
Route devised by Keith Fergus

continued...
has a good café, or try the 
Lochboisdale Coffee Shop 
(www.lochboisdaleinternet 
cafe.co.uk), set within a  
post office and serving 
scrumptious milkshakes.
Sleeping: South Uist, North 
Uist and Benbecula have a 
range of good B&Bs, but few 
hotels. Contact Lochboisdale 
TIC (see below).
ViSitor information: 
Lochboisdale TIC (✆ 01878 700 
286, www.visithebrides.com).
gUiDeBooK: Tir A’Mhurain 
by Paul Strand (£75, Aperture, 
ISBN 978 0893819934). 
Though not a guidebook per 
se, this classic photographic 
oeuvre depicting Outer 
Hebrides life in the 1950s  
is well worth seeking out.
local ramBlerS groUp: 
Inverness Ramblers (✆ 07821 
936297, www.highland 
ramblers.org.uk/inverness).

by a spider’s thread. Pass through 
three gates to approach the 
houses (NF773386). Bear R 
between two of these houses  
to a gate marked ‘self-guided 
walk’ and the A865.

2. Cross over and follow this track 
as it becomes a path to reach  
the coast. Turn south and follow 
the coastline for 2½km/1½ miles  
(if the tide’s out, the beach route 
also lets you work your way 
inland later). You might want  
to pack a clothes peg: low tide 
will expose huge raised beds of 
seaweed, which are often smelly. 

3. Pass the outcrop of Sgeir 
Dhreumasdail and continue to 
the inlet at Bun na Feathlach 
(NF752363). Here you walk 
inland to the remains of four 
ancient chapels and churches at 
Howmore, also known as Tobha 
Mor. The ruins are fragmented, 
but this is the most important 
Christian site in the Outer 
Hebrides, dating back over  

1,000 years. Pick up the path 
heading north for Drimsdale –  
a route known as the Machair 
Way or, in Gaelic, the more 
evocative-sounding Utraid a 
Mhachaire. The mountains of 
Hecla and Ben Tarbert rise 
abruptly as a backdrop. The  
path is clear and the scene is  
one of undulating flatness, as  
if gentle waves are rolling along 
just under the soil. Continue  
past Lochs Stadhlaigearraidh  
and Groigearraidh to a crossroad 
of tracks (NF759398).

4. Turn R and follow the track 
to Hopewell Cottage by the 
A865. The 1950s radar station  
sits conspicuously on the 
87m/285ft hill of Ruabhal to  
the north, and this area is  
still occasionally used by the 
Ministry of Defence for live 
firing. Cross over and follow  
the B890 back to the car park. 
Alternatively, the W17 bus  
stops at this junction.
Route devised by Mark Rowe

Map not to scale.  
Representation of 
OS Landranger MAP 72 
1:50,000
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

Map not to scale.  
Representation of  
OS Explorer MAP 453 
1:25,000
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk
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